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TEXT:
1601. USSR TODAY: ANON ON GORBACHEV ECON REFORM PLAN TO BE SUBMITTED TO G-7 LDRS IN LONDON (3 MIN: MAND 0200) 1602. G-7 MTG ENDS IN LONDON 16 JUL; GORBACHEV TO MEET LDRS 17 JUL (1 MIN: MAND 0900)
1603. REUTERS REPORTS G-7 LDTRS SUPPORT GORBACHEV ECON, POLIT REFORM (1 MIN: MAND 1000) 1604. CURRENT EVENTS, CMTRIES: POTAPOV ON COMING GORBACHEV MTG WTH G-7 LDTRS (4 MIN); (TANZHILOVY)/ANON ON CAMBODIAN SNC MTG IN BEIJING (3 MIN) (7 MIN TOTAL: MAND 1000 1400) 1605. G-7 TALKS START IN LONDON; GORBACHEV EXPECTED TO MEET INDIVIDUAL LDTRS (1 MIN: JAP 151400 BRIEF: JAP 151100) 1606. POGODIN ON LONDON MTG, STRESSING IMPORTANCE OF G-7 LDTRS' TALKS WTH GORBACHEV, NEED TO INTEGRATE USR IN WRLD ECON (5 MIN: JAP 151400) 1607. BESSMERTNYKH, BAKER REACH ACCORD IN PRINCIPLE ON START 14 JUL (1 MIN JAP 151100 151400 BRIEF: MAND 152200 1400) 1608. CURRENT EVENTS, CMTRIES: SOLTON ON OUTCOME OF BESSMERTNYKH-BAKER TALKS IN WASHINGTON (2.5 MIN: MAND 1000; ALSO JAP 151400) 1609. CURRENT EVENTS, CMTRIES: BOKODIN ON BAKER'S COMING MID EAST TOUR (4 MIN: MAND 1400) 1610. PAVLOV CABLES LI PENG ON FLOOD DISASTER (BRIEF: MAND 152200 0100) 1611. WANG XIAO HALF-HOUR: ANTO PLANT MANAGER INTERVWD ON RECENT PRC VISIT (2.5 MIN: MAND 1300) 1612. ASIAN AFFAIRS: (KALININ) ON JAP SDF PLAN TO HOLD EXERCISES IN HAWAII (3.5 MIN: MAND 0900) 1613. CURRENT EVENTS, CMTRIES: ANON ON SOV-JAP COOP ON CONVERSION OF WAR INDUSTRY TO PEACEFUL USE (3 MIN: MAND 1400) 1614. SOV Far East Journal: RFPSR-HOKKAIDO COOP (7.5 MIN); RECENT JAP INDUST FAIR (6.5 MIN); REPORT ON RECENT SOV-JAP TRADE SYMPOSIUM IN VLADIVOSTOK 95 MIN) (19 MIN TOTAL: JAP 151100) 1615. DRAZBA SOV-JAP EXCHANGE PROGRAM: GORBACHEV MEETS JAP ENVOY (1 MIN; PART POOREST; ROGACHEV INTERVWD ON JAP VISIT (12 MIN, PROC); EX-POW INTERVWD ON JAP POW ISSUE (8.5 MIN, PROC) (21.5 MIN TOTAL: JAP 151400) 1616. ASIAN AFFAIRS: OSCOW NEWS CMTRS ARTICLE ON SRV PEOPLE'S CONG (3.5 MIN: MAND 0900) 1617. CURRENT EVENTS, CMTRIES: NO DETAILS: RPT MAND 151400 (13 MIN: MAND 152200) 1618. RUSSIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM (25 MIN: MAND 152200) 1619. USSR TODAY: REPORT ON GULAG ISLAND IN ARCTIC (4 MIN); REPORT ON KRAANNOYARDSK UPFO-SIGHTING (4 MIN) (8 MIN TOTAL: MAND 0200) 1620. FEATURE ON LENVINGRAD MAYOR (3.5 MIN: MAND 0900)
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1621. REPORT ON MOSCOW AVIATION EXHIBITION (4 MIN: MAND 0900)
1622. YOUTH PROGRAM: SCIENTISTS' FEATURE, OTHER DOMESTIC YOUTH NEWS (23 MIN, INCL MUSIC: MAND 1000 1400)

1623. USSR TODAY: INTRO TO JOINT VENTURE ENTERPRISES (5 MIN); REPORT ON EVA WORK ON SPACE STATION IR (4.5 MIN); PROFIL OF MOSCOW FAMILY (3.5 MIN) (13 MIN TOTAL: MAND 1300)

1624. WANG XIAO HALF-HOUR: REPORT ON JUSTICE MIN'S REMARKS ABOUT UNION TRATY (3 MIN: MAND 1300)

1625. MISC INTERNAL USR ITEMS: JAP 151100 2-151400

(ENDALL)